Dear Desertscape Filmmakers, Attendees, and Supporters,
We want to thank you all from the bottom of our hearts for making the 2022 Desertscape
International Film Festival such a magical experience. While it takes a lot to put a film festival
on–Actually, the experience is comparable to making a movie–It’s all worth it. To be in a position
to showcase and support such extraordinary work and to engage in wonderfully insightful
conversations with the artists behind that extraordinary work only adds to the unforgettable
nature of this entire endeavor. This is to say nothing of the endless (and amazing) conversations
with the countless moviegoers who came out to what we hope will be a Southern Utah staple for
years to come.
DIFF 2022 is in the books and before we share a list of the award winners we wanted to give a
big shout out to all of our incredible sponsors, St. George City RAP Tax, Washington County
RAP Tax, Realty One Group Goldmark, DocUtah, UTU Film Department, Wittwer Hospitality, Tru
By Hilton, Red Lion Hotel, SGMT, Riggatti’s, Desert Focus Productions, Riggatti’s, Figmentation
Foundation, and TorBang Photography among them. Without their involvement, Desertscape
simply couldn’t have come to fruition.
We also want to thank our dedicated volunteers, the Electric Theater, and the City of St.
George!

Additionally, we’d like to give a big shout out to our screening committee and to screenplay
coordinator Mark Bracich and the team for reading all of the scripts that were submitted to our
screenplay competition. This is an incredibly time consuming process and we can’t thank this
group of passionate individuals enough for donating their time to this epic process.
Finally, kudos to our esteemed panel of judges for watching all of our selected entries and
engaging in the daunting task of selecting the best of the best. It was no easy task as the lineup
was stellar this year, but this team of filmmakers, educators, film festival coordinators, and
historians did an amazing job. The panel of judges included; film professors Tisa Zito, Patrick
Smith, and Nate Snow, “Rudderless” screenwriter Jeff Robison, “Sleep Tight” director Michael
Seabolt, “Permitted” director Lori Lyle, “Astral Plane Drifter” director Mike Caravella, Red Carpet
Cinema founders Jason and Lara Jackson, Kanab Film Festival directors Jeff and Britt Roth, film
historian and actor Beau Stucki, sound man, and professor Kreigh Carter, So U Comedy
Theater members Ginger Nelson, Chewi Lockhart, and Greg Belnap, and 2022 DocUtah
director Karman Packard Wilson.

Winners at DIFF 2022 were as follows;
Best Short Screenplay; “Shattered Windows” written by Kimberly Jade Soliman
A heartfelt story of a regretful man reconnecting with his estranged daughter.
Best Feature Screenplay; “Atomic Nights” written by Mario Mabe and Ryan Williams
An energetic story of atomic parties in 1951 Las Vegas filled with colorful characters and
hilarious rapid-fire dialogue.
Rising Spirit Award; Ben Vasion
Talented UTU filmmaking student Ben Vasion was the recipient of this award courtesy of Mark
Bracich and Burning Lines Entertainment for his talent and for his thoughtful approach to
storytelling.

Best Short Documentary; “The Benevolents” directed by Sarah Baril Gaudet
A compassionate look into the lives of everyday citizens who dedicate their time to working at
an emotional crisis call center.
Best Student Film; “Bethesda” directed by Jen Baker
This breathtaking story of a man on a spiritual and soul-searching journey is punctuated by
themes of grief, regret, hope, and faith.
Creative Spirit Award; Joe Fink for “Don’t Listen to the Cricket”
Student filmmaker Joe Fink was honored for his wonderfully offbeat sense of humor and for
thinking outside the box in all the right ways.
Best Performance; Fedot Lvov for “Black Snow”
Fedot Lvov bares his soul and commits 100% physically in a turn that is gritty, raw, transfixing,
authentic, and undeniably harrowing.
Special Jury Award; “El Moño” directed by Luis Fernando Puente and Lizde Arias
This wonderful film and its pair of talented filmmakers were honored for a lovely cinematic
celebration of youth and Mexican heritage.
Best Animated; “Sierra” directed by Sander Joon
A wildly entertaining, fittingly offbeat, beautifully animated, and altogether poignant father/son
story set to the backdrop of the ultimate automobile race.
Best Made-In-Utah; “The Man in the Tree” directed by Weber Griffiths
A beautiful lyrical folk tale about grief, life, and death as told from the point of view of a boy
attempting to cope with tragedy.
Discovery Award; “Cryo” directed by Barrett Burgin
Team “Cryo” was honored for fashioning an intricate puzzle of a movie experience that
creatively and patiently manages to fuse the twisty nature of a classic whodunnit with
thought-provoking sci-fi.
Making a DIFFerence Award; “It’s Happening Right Here” directed by Nick Nanton
There were few films at this year’s festival that were as eye-opening as this documentary about
child trafficking and for all its many worthwhile attributes, it’s this movie’s unwavering desire to
make the world a better place that makes it the perfect recipient for this award.
Best Comedy; “Stranger Than Rotterdam With Sara Driver” directed by Lewie Kloster and
Noah Kloster
Not only is this puppet-centric short hilarious and creative but it’s also a wonderful tribute to both
Jim Jarmusch and the power of film itself.
Best Drama; “Lili Alone” directed by Zou Jing
This understated, emotionally-devastating tale of a surrogate mother looking to make a tough
decision is fueled by Zou Jing’s delicate direction and a moving lead performance.

Best After Dark; “Who Goes There” directed by Matthew Fackrell
Fueled by an outstanding Mallory Everton performance, a brisk pace, taut direction, and brilliant
sound design, this beautifully constructed (and undeniably intense) home invasion thriller also
delves into the disintegration of a family unit.
Best International; “Warsha” directed by Dania Bedir
Breathtaking cinematography, outstanding visual effects, and a wonderful lead performance
take this story of a man looking to freely express himself while engaging in one of the world’s
most dangerous professions, to soaring new heights.
Best U.S. Short; “That Night” directed by Samuel Gonzalez Jr.
Based on a true story, this gritty, haunting, and often-hard hitting look at a war veteran whose
life is drastically altered by an unexpected conversation, is as beautiful as it is brutal.
Best of Fest; “Like the Ones I Used to Know” directed by Annie St.-Pierre
Wonderfully nuanced performances, a warm Christmas setting, and an authentic fly-on-the-wall
approach take this sometimes hopeful sometimes bittersweet 80s-set coming-of-age story to a
place of genuine honesty.
Audience Choice; “Gladiators of Steel” directed by Rocco DeVilliers
This high-octane, immersive, no-nonsense look into the underrated sport that is the demolition
derby also emerges as quite a lovely father/daughter story.

In closing, it should be noted that while there were a handful of films that emerged as victorious,
a piece of art’s worth is never measured by competition victories. Translation; Don’t let
competition losses or a handful of “no’s” detour you from evolving as a storyteller. Keep fighting
the good fight and continue to grow as an artist.
Thanks again to our countless Desertscape supporters. We hope to see many of you back at
HorrorFest International this October and certainly, we hope to see you at DIFF 2023 next June.
Sincerely,
Adam Mast & John Pugh
Desertscape Festival Directors

